We study the maximum induced matching problem on a graph G. Induced matchings correspond to independent sets in L 2 (G), the square of the line graph of G. The problem is NP-complete on bipartite graphs. In this work, we show that for a number of graph families characterized by vertex orderings, almost all forbidden patterns on three vertices are preserved when taking the square of the line graph. These orderings can be computed in linear time in the size of the input graph. In particular, given G a graph class, and a graph G = (V , E) ∈ G with a corresponding vertex ordering σ of V , one can produce (in linear time in the size of G) an ordering on the vertices of L 2 (G), that shows that L 2 (G) ∈ G without computing the line graph or the square of the line graph of G. These results generalize and unify previous ones on showing closure under L 2 (·) for various graph families. Furthermore, these orderings on L 2 (G) can be exploited algorithmically to compute a maximum induced matching on G faster. We illustrate this latter fact in the second half of the paper where we focus on cocomparability graphs, a large graph class that includes interval, permutation, trapezoid graphs, and co-graphs, and we present the first O(mn) time algorithm to compute a maximum weighted induced matching on cocomparability graphs; an improvement from the best known O(n 4 ) time algorithm for the unweighted case.
Introduction
A matching in a graph G(V , E) is a subset of edges M ⊆ E where no two edges in M have a common endpoint, i.e., every pair of edges in M is at distance at least one in G. An induced matching in G is a matching that forms an induced subgraph of G, i.e., every pair of the edges in the induced matching is at distance at least two in G. Induced matching was introduced by Stockmeyer and Vazirani [33] , as an extension of the matching problem (known as the marriage problem) to the "risk-free" marriage problem. Stockmeyer and Vazirani showed that maximum induced matching is NPcomplete on bipartite graphs. The same result was also proven by Cameron [5] . The problem remains NP-complete even on bipartite graphs of degree three [27] ; and unless P = NP, it is also hard to approximate to within a factor of n 1− and Δ 1− G [13] . Since its introduction however, the problem has been studied extensively. Induced matchings appear in many real-world applications. For instance, the problem can be used to model uninterrupted communications between broadcasters and receivers [17] . In [1] , it was used to model the maximum number of concurrent transmissions in wireless ad hoc networks. In [26] , it was used to extract and discover storylines from search results. In [2] , it was used to capture network gathering problems, in [14] , network testing problems, and in [21] , network scheduling problems.
On the parameterized side, the problem was shown to be W [1] -hard in general, but planar graphs admit a linear size kernel [31] . And on the tractable side, induced matching is polynomially solvable for a number of graph classes, including trees, weakly chordal, asteroidal-triple free, and circular arc graphs, as well as graphs of bounded clique width [5] [6] [7] [8] 16, 17, 22] . We refer the reader to [13] , a survey by Duckworth et al. that contains most of the references and complexity results.
Most of the graph classes for which the problem is tractable have well defined intersection models. One of the main techniques used to show the problem is tractable for a graph class G, is to show that given an intersection representation of a graph G ∈ G, there exists an intersection representation of a graph H ∈ G, such that L 2 (G) = H , where L 2 (G) is the square of the line graph of G. In other words, one can show that these graph classes are closed under the operation of "taking the square of the line graph" (the L 2 (·) operation). Since computing a matching (resp. an induced matching) on a graph G ∈ G is equivalent to computing an independent set on L(G), the line graph of G, (resp. on L 2 (G), the square of L(G)), by showing closure under L 2 (·), the induced matching problem is tractable on G if and only if computing an independent set is tractable on G.
A vertex ordering characterization is an ordering on the vertices of a graph that satisfies certain properties. A graph class G has a vertex ordering characterization if every G ∈ G has a total ordering of its vertices that satisfies said properties. In this work, we use vertex ordering characterizations to show that certain graph classes are closed under L 2 (·). In particular, one can observe that lexicographic orderings on the edges of a given vertex ordering of G produces an ordering on the vertices of L 2 (G). Since many graph classes are characterized by vertex orderings, and are closed under the square of the line graph operation, it is natural to ask what these orderings on the edges produce as vertex orderings on L 2 (G). Brandstädt and Hoàng [3] showed how to compute perfect elimination orderings of L 2 (G) when G is chordal.
In this work we show that almost all forbidden patterns on three vertices are "preserved" under the L 2 (·) operation, under two algorithms that compute orderings on L 2 (G). This general theorem shows that graph families with certain vertex ordering characterizations are closed under the L 2 (·) operation; and these orderings of L 2 (G) can be computed in linear time in the size of G. This property gives, in our opinion, the most natural way to approach this closure operation, and unifies the results on structural graph classes that have relied on geometric intersection models to show closure. Furthermore, being able to compute vertex orderings directly can be exploited algorithmically, since algorithms on the graph classes covered often rely on their vertex ordering characterizations.
Using two different rules ( and •) to compute these orderings on L 2 (G), we show that both the and the • rules preserve forbidden patterns in the square of the line graph. As a corollary, we get that threshold, interval, and cocomparability graphs-among other classes-are all closed under L 2 (·), and their corresponding vertex ordering characterizations are all preserved under L 2 (·). One of the classes we focus on is cocomparability graphs, a large graph class that includes interval, permutation, and trapezoid graphs.
In the second half of this work, we present a faster algorithm to compute a maximum weight induced matching for cocomparability graphs. Induced matching on cocomparability graphs has been studied first by Golumbic and Lewenstein [17] , then by Cameron [6] , where they both gave different proofs to show that cocomparability graphs are closed under the L 2 (·) operation. In [17] , they showed that this closure holds for k-trapezoid graphs using the intersection representation of k-trapezoid graphs; since cocomparability graphs are the union over all k-trapezoid graphs, the result holds for cocomparability graphs as well. Whereas in [6] , Cameron used the intersection model of cocomparability graphs (the intersection of continuous curves between two parallel lines [18] ) to conclude the result directly. Cocomparability graphs are characterized by a vertex ordering known as a cocomparability or umbrella-free ordering [25] . We use cocomparability orderings and the L 2 (·) closure to present a O(mn) time algorithm to compute a maximum weighted induced matching for this graph class, which is an improvement over the O(n 4 ) time algorithm for the unweighted case-a bound one can achieve by computing L 2 (G) and running the algorithm in [11] on it.
The paper is organized as follows: In Sect. 2, we give the necessary background and definitions. In Sect. 3, we give the general theorem for a number of graph classes closed under the L 2 (·) operation. In Sect. 4, we present the maximum weight induced matching algorithm and its analysis on cocomparability graphs. We conclude with a discussion on methods that fail, as well as future directions in Sect. 5.
Definitions and Preliminaries
We follow standard graph notation in this paper, see for instance [15] . G = (V , E) denotes a simple graph (no loops, no multiple edges) on n = |V | vertices and m = |E| edges. N (v) is the open neighbourhood of a vertex v. The degree of a vertex v is deg(v) = |N (v)|. Δ G denotes the maximum vertex degree in G. We often refer to an edge (u, v) as uv. The distance between a pair of vertices u and v, dist Fig. 1 Configurations of e i , e j ∈ E such that e i e j ∈ L 2 (E), and their representation in L(G) the length of the shortest path between u and v in G. The distance between a pair of edges e 1 , e 2 , denoted edist G (e 1 , e 2 ), is the minimum distance over all shortest paths connecting an endpoint of e 1 to an endpoint of e 2 . The square of a graph G = (V , E) is the graph
The chromatic number of a graph G, χ(G), is the minimum number of colours required to properly colour G, i.e, to assign colours to V such that adjacent vertices receive different colours. It is a well known fact that a matching (resp. induced) in G is equivalent to an independent set in L(G) [4] (resp. L 2 (G) [5] ). Two vertices e i , e j in L 2 (G) are adjacent, i.e., e i e j ∈ L 2 (E), if and only if they have one of the configurations in G and L(G) as shown in Fig. 1 . In particular, one can see that two vertices are not adjacent in L 2 (G) if their corresponding edges induce a 2K 2 in G.
A comparability graph is a graph G(V , E) which admits a transitive orientation of its edges. That is, if two edges ab, bc ∈ E are oriented a → b and b → c, then there must exist an edge ac ∈ E oriented a → c. A cocomparability graph is the complement of a comparability graph. Cocomparability graphs are a well studied graph family, see for instance [15] . Given a graph G = (V , E), an ordering σ of G is a cocomparability ordering if and only if for every triple a ≺ b ≺ c, if ac ∈ E then either ab ∈ E or bc ∈ E, or both. If both ab, bc / ∈ E, we say that the edge ac forms an umbrella over vertex b. It is easy to see that a cocomparability ordering is just a transitive orientation in the complement. We have the following fact: Fact 1 [25] G is a cocomparability graph iff it admits a cocomparability ordering.
Fig. 2
A list of forbidden patterns on three vertices. Dashed lines denote non-edges studied in [20] . Chordal, interval, split, threshold, proper interval, and cocomparability graphs are a few examples of such graph families. In this section, we show that graphs with certain forbidden induced orderings are closed under the L 2 (·) operation. In particular, we show that almost all patterns on three vertices are preserved under L 2 (·).
To do so, we construct an ordering on the vertices of L 2 (G), and thus on the edges of the original graph G, by collecting one edge at a time using different rules; either the rule or the • rule. Formally, for a given graph G = (V , E), let σ = v 1 , . . . , v n be a total ordering of V . Using σ , we construct a new ordering π = e 1 , . . . , e m on E as follows: For any two edges e i = ab and e j = uv where a ≺ σ b and u ≺ σ v, we place e i ≺ π e j according to the and • rules, as follows:
We write π (σ ) (resp. π • (σ )) to denote the ordering constructed using the (resp. •) rule on σ . The ordering π (σ ) is the lexicographic ordering of E induced by σ , similar to the one used on chordal graphs in [3] . We will use φ (resp. φ • ) to denote the ordering π (σ ) (resp. π • (σ )) on L(G), including the edges L(E); and use σ (resp. σ • ) to denote the ordering π (σ ) (resp. π • (σ )) on L 2 (G), including the edges L 2 (E).
In fact, the • rule is stricter than the rule-which is a lexicographic ordering on the edges-since e i ≺ π • e j ⇒ e i ≺ π e j . However, when a ≺ σ u ≺ σ v ≺ σ b then e i ≺ π e j , yet e j ≺ π • e i . This is because we are processing the end points of every edge by scanning σ from left to right, thus when the condition of the • rule is not satisfied (as is the case in a ≺ σ u ≺ σ v ≺ σ b), we place e j ≺ π • e i . Theorem 2 Given a graph G = (V , E), its corresponding L 2 (G) = (E, L 2 (E)), and σ an ordering of V , if σ is p i -free for a pattern p i in Fig. 2 , then both σ • and σ are p i -free as well.
Notice that the pattern p 4 forms an umbrella over the middle vertex. Thus the p 4 -free orderings are precisely cocomparability orderings. 3 To the left: A pattern q. To the right: A graph with a q-free vertex ordering Before proving Theorem 2, we give an example where a pattern on three vertices is not preserved under the L 2 (·) operation. Consider the following pattern q illustrated. An ordering σ of a graph G can be pattern q-free, yet π is not, as shown in the graph in Fig. 3 , where σ = a, c, d, b, e, f is q-free, and using the rule, we have e 1 ≺ σ e 2 ≺ σ e 3 , with e 1 = ab, e 2 = cd, e 3 = e f and e 1 e 2 , e 1 e 3 ∈ E(L 2 (G)), e 2 e 3 / ∈ E(L 2 (G)).
Proof of (Theorem 2)
We begin by proving the claim for the • rule first. The proof is by contradiction, where we show if σ • has an induced triple that satisfies a given pattern, then σ must also contain such a pattern. Call such a triple
For pattern p 1 for instance, in Fig. 2 above, we have:
Throughout the proof, let e 1 = ab, e 2 = cd, and e 3 = e f . Without loss of gener-
When a triple of vertices x, y, z induces a pattern p i , we write x, y, z ≡ p i . For the ordering ≺ σ associated with σ , we drop the subscript and use ≺ instead, whereas we write ≺ • to refer to the ordering ≺ σ • . Recall that two vertices in σ • are not adjacent iff they induce a 2K 2 in G, and similarly, adjacent vertices in σ • must have edist G ≤ 1 (Fig. 1 ).
p 1 : This pattern produces the following configuration in σ : 
We next show that ae / ∈ E and a f / ∈ E. Suppose first for sake of contradiction that ae ∈ E. Then ce / ∈ E otherwise a, c, e ≡ p 1 ; and ce / ∈ E in turn implies 
In all cases we get a p 1 pattern in σ .
p 2 : This pattern produces the following configurations:
Notice that regardless of the total orderings of the vertices, the conditions above are sufficient to conclude that a, b, f ≡ p 2 . p 3 : This pattern produces the following configurations:
ae, a f /
Again regardless of the total ordering of the vertices, the conditions are sufficient to conclude that a, e, f ≡ p 3 . p 4 : This pattern produces the following configurations:
It is sufficient to consider two scenarios, Therefore for all five patters, if there exists a triple e 1 , e 2 , e 3 ≡ p i in σ • there must exist a pattern x, y, z ≡ p i in σ as well.
We next prove the claim for the rule.
p 1 : The configuration in p 1 implies the following adjacencies in G:
Using the rule, e 1 ≺ * e 2 ≺ * e 3 implies a ≺ c e. Since ac / ∈ E, it follows that vertices a and c do not share a common neighbour to the right of c in σ , otherwise the triple would induce a p 1 pattern.
We have c e. Suppose first that c = e, then ae, be / ∈ E by (23) . By (24) , this leaves at least one of a f , b f ∈ E. Since a ≺ e ≺ f , it follows that a f / ∈ E otherwise a, e, f ≡ p 1 (25), either
In all cases we find a p 1 pattern in σ . Therefore ae / ∈ E, and since e ≺ f , it follows that a f / ∈ E as well, otherwise a, e, f ≡ p 1 . We have the following:
We have bc / ∈ E, thus b and c do not share any common neighbours to the right of c, otherwise b, c and this common right neighbour would induce a p 1 pattern. By (24) and (27), either be ∈ E or b f ∈ E, or both. Notice first that b = f by (27 
Let's begin by trying to satisfy (31) . Notice first that ae, a f / ∈ E, for otherwise a, c, e ≡ p 4 Implementation Since the rule is just a lexicographic ordering on the edges, it is easy to compute in linear time using standard ordering techniques, see for instance [3] . For this reason, we focus on the rule in the remainder of this paper. We thus have:
Lemma 1 π (σ ) as computed by the rule can be constructed in O(m + n) time.
Proof Since the rule is just a lexicographic ordering on the edges, it suffices to scan the ordering appropriately recording the endpoints of each edge. Formally, suppose G is given as adjacency lists, and let σ = v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v n be a total ordering of G. For every w ∈ V , we sort the adjacency list of w according to σ . That is for every pair N (w) . This can be done in O(m + n) time, see for instance [23] . We next construct the ordering π (σ ) on the edges of G as follows: Initially π (σ ) is empty. We scan σ from left to right, for every v i in σ , and every neighbour v j of v i such that i < j, we append e k = v i v j to π (σ ). Adding these edges requires scanning N (w) for every w ∈ V . Thus this process takes O(m + n) time. It is easy to see that this construction satisfies the rule. We only append v i v j for i < j to avoid inserting the same edge twice. The ordering π (σ ) we produce at the end of this process is precisely the ordering of the vertices of π (σ ), φ , and σ . Recall that these three orderings differ only in their edge sets and not on the ordering of their vertices.
Therefore if a graph family G is characterized by the absence of patterns listed in Fig. 2 , then if computing an independent set on G ∈ G is tractable, and uses the vertex ordering characterization of G, it follows that computing a maximum induced matching on G is also tractable and reduces to computing an independent set on L 2 (G) ∈ G using σ .
In this paper, we focus on graph families with forbidden patterns on three vertices (as shown in Fig. 2) . To illustrate the consequences of Theorem 2, we list in Table 1 a number of graph families characterized by the absence of the patterns listed in Fig. 2 . Corollary 1 below follows immediately. For chordal graphs, Brandstädt and Hoàng gave a stronger result where they showed that not only is σ a p 2 -free ordering, but that it is also a lexicographic breadth first search ordering [3] .
Corollary 1 Vertex ordering characterizations of threshold, interval, split, cocomparability, and chordal graphs are all closed under the L 2 (·) operation, and computing these orderings of L 2 (·) can be done in linear time in the size of G. Table 1 can be computed in linear time. Fig. 2 is closed under the L 2 (·) operation.
Corollary 2 Maximum cardinality induced matching on the graphs in

Corollary 3 Any graph class characterized by a vertex ordering forbidding a subset of the patterns in
Application: Maximum Weight Induced Matching on Cocomparability Graphs
In this section, we focus on cocomparability graphs. We show how to compute a maximum weight induced matching on cocomparability graphs in O(mn) time, an improvement over O(n 4 ) time algorithm for the unweighted case. To do so, we use a result we presented in [24] , where we give the first linear time robust algorithm to compute a maximum weight independent set on cocomparability graphs in linear time. We begin by giving an overview of this algorithm, denoted CCWMIS (Cocomparability Weighted Maximum Independent Set), then present the maximum weight induced matching algorithm and its analysis to achieve the O(mn) runtime. Thus in the remainder of this section, G is a cocomparability graph and σ a cocomparability ordering. By [28] , σ can be computed in linear time. By Theorem 2 and Lemma 1, cocomparability orderings are closed under L 2 (·) and can be computed in O(m + n) time. In particular, notice that the pattern p 4 is Fig. 2 is precisely the umbrella forbidden in cocomparability orderings.
Overview of the CCWMIS Algorithm
Let G = (V , E, w) be a vertex weighted cocomparability graph, where w : V → R >0 . We compute a cocomparability ordering of G, σ = v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v n . For every vertex v i in σ , we assign a set S v i of vertices. Initially S v i is empty for all i ∈ [n]. We write w(S v i ) to denote the sum of the weights of the vertices in
We use σ to compute a new ordering τ = u 1 , u 2 , . . . , u n of G, by scanning σ from left to right processing one vertex of σ at a time. Initially τ 1 = v 1 , and S v 1 = {v 1 }, w(S v 1 ) = w(v 1 ). In general, at iteration i, when processing a given vertex v i in σ , we scan τ i−1 from right to left looking for the rightmost nonneighbour of v i in τ i−1 . Let u be such a vertex, if it exists. We construct
are independent sets. We proceed to construct τ i by inserting v i into τ i−1 . Vertex v i is inserted into τ i−1 so as to maintain an increasing ordering of the weighted sets {S v k } i k=1 . That is, the vertices are ordered in τ = u 1 , . . . , u n such that w(S u k ) ≤ w(S u j ), ∀k < j. When all the vertices of σ have been processed, τ n = τ is constructed, we return S u n as a maximum weight independent set. In [24] , we proved the following theorem: Theorem 3 [24] Let G be a cocomparability graph. Algorithm CCWMIS computes a maximum weight independent set of G in O(m + n) time.
Algorithm 1 CCWMIS
Input: G = (V , E, w) a weighted cocomparability graph where w : V → R >0 Output: A maximum weight independent set together with its weight 1: Compute σ = v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v n a cocomparability ordering of G [28] . 2: for i → 1 to n do 3:
Constructing τ i 6: for i → 2 to n do 7:
Choose u to be the rightmost non-neighbour of v i with respect to τ i−1 8:
if u exists then 9: 
is a vertex weighted cocomparability graph by Theorem 2, and [6, 17] . We compute a maximum weight independent set of L 2 (G) as shown in Algorithm 2 below.
Algorithm 2 CCWMIM
Input: G = (V , E, w) an edge weighted cocomparability graph where w : E → R >0 Output: A maximum weight induced matching of G 1: Compute σ = v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v n a cocomparability ordering of G 2: Compute π (σ ) = e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e m a cocomparability ordering of L 2 (G) using the rule. The ordering only, not the square edges 3: Use Algorithm 1 and π (σ ) to compute a maximum weight independent set of L 2 (G) By Theorem 3, Algorithm CCWMIS takes O(m + n) time. Thus, CCWMIS will take O(|E| + |L 2 (E)|) time on L 2 (G). When G is dense, CCWMIS on L 2 (G) takes O(n 4 ) time.
Before giving a careful implementation and analysis to achieve O(mn) running time, we illustrate Algorithm 2 in Figs. 4, 5, 6, 7 and Table 2 , which show an edge weighted cocomparability graph G = (V , E, w), σ a cocomparability ordering of G, φ an ordering of L(G) constructed by the rule, and σ the corresponding ordering on the vertices of L 2 (G). Table 2 shows the step by step construction of τ , using π (σ ) as the ordering computed in Step 1 of Algorithm CCWMIS.
Implementation and Analysis of CCWMIM
Suppose the graph G = (V , E, w), where w : E → R >0 , is given as adjacency lists. We compute σ = v 1 , . . . , v n in O(m + n) time using the algorithm in [28] . We construct π (σ ) in O(m + n) time using Lemma 1.
Notice that we cannot use φ as input for the CCWMIS algorithm, since φ is not necessarily a cocomparability ordering. In fact, L(G) is not necessarily a cocompa- rability graph; just consider the line graph of any large clique K p>4 . Notice also that the square edges in σ are necessary for Step 7 of the algorithm, when looking for a rightmost nonneighbour in τ i−1 . We begin by looking at forbidden configurations of induced 2K 2 s in cocomparability orderings. Let σ = v 1 , . . . , v n be a cocomparability ordering. Let e i = ab and e j = uv be two edges that induce a 2K 2 in G. Without loss of generality, suppose a ≺ σ b and u ≺ σ v. Since σ is a cocomparability ordering, the configurations of e i , e j that have either a ≺ u ≺ b ≺ v or a ≺ u ≺ v ≺ b as orderings cannot occur in σ , for otherwise σ would have an umbrella. This leaves the following configurations of the edges without umbrellas:
Without loss of generality, suppose a ≺ σ b ≺ σ u ≺ σ v. Using the rule, this configuration always forces e i ≺ π e j , i.e., ab ≺ π uv. Therefore, when we run Algorithm CCWMIS on π = e 1 , . . . , e m , we process elements of π from right to left, and thus we process e i = ab before processing e j = uv.
Let τ = f 1 , . . . , f m be the new ordering being constructed by the algorithm CCWMIS using π as the ordering computed in Step 1. Initially, as per the algorithm, τ 1 = e 1 . In general, at iteration i, let τ i−1 = f 1 , . . . , f i−1 be the ordering constructed thus far. Suppose e i is the edge being processed. In Step 7 of Algorithm 1, looking for the rightmost nonneighbour of e i in τ i−1 is equivalent to looking for an edge e that forms an induced 2K 2 with e i in σ , such that e is to the left of e i in σ . When processing vertex e i in π , we scan τ i−1 to find the rightmost nonneighbour of e i in τ i−1 . Suppose such a vertex exists, and call it f j . Since we are working in L 2 (G), to check if two vertices in L 2 (G) are adjacent, we need to check whether these edges are incident in G, or are at distance at most two in L(G), as shown in Fig. 1 . We proceed as follows.
Both σ and π are implemented using doubly linked lists. We construct three arrays A, B and F of sizes n, n, m respectively. Arrays A and B can both be merged into a single one, but to illustrate that we deal with end points of every edge separately, we chose to present the arrays individually. These two arrays are initialized to zero; A[t] = B[t] = 0, ∀t ∈ [n], whereas F is an array of pointers.
Every vertex v t in σ = v 1 , . . . , v n has a pointer to A[t] and B [t] . Similarly, every vertex e i in π has a pointer to F[i]. We sometimes abuse notation and talk about A[w] to mean the position in array A that vertex w in σ points to (Similarly for B[w] ). Furthermore, when we talk about vertex e i = ab in π , we always assume that a ≺ σ b.
For every vertex e i = ab in π , its corresponding entry w] = i. Therefore, for every edge f j = v t v k in G that forms an induced 2K 2 with e i = ab, the following ( †) condition holds:
Thus, in order to find the rightmost nonneighbour of e i in τ i−1 , we scan τ i−1 from right to left, and for every vertex f j = v t v k we encounter, we check if one of
A[t], A[k], B[t], B[k]
is equal to i. We return the first vertex in τ i−1 we encounter whose endpoints in G satisfy condition ( †) above as the rightmost nonneighbour of e i in τ i−1 . Updating arrays A and B requires O(deg(a) + deg(b)) time. When scanning τ i−1 , for every vertex f j = v t v k in τ i−1 , we use the pointers p t j , p k j , q t j , q k j in F[ j] to access A[t], A[k], B[t], B [k] . Checking these four entries takes constant time using the pointers provided.
It remains to analyze the number of constant checks we do, i.e., how many f j vertices we check. In particular, this reduces to bounding the degree of e i in L 2 (G).
Let deg 1 (e i ) denote the degree of e i in L(G), and deg 2 (e i ) denote the degree of e i in L 2 (G). We have the following: Proposition 1 for a given edge e i = ab, we have
Proof It is clear that for a given edge e i = ab, deg 1 (e i ) = deg(a) + deg(b) − 2. On the other hand, when computing deg 2 (e i ), we take into account the degree of any vertex at distance at most two from either a, or b in G. In particular, the following holds:
we also manage to maintain the space complexity to the size of G only, i.e., O(m + n) instead of the O(mn) required to construct L 2 (G). We conclude with the following theorem: 
Conclusions and Perspectives
In this paper, we give a general theorem that shows that a number of vertex ordering characterizations are closed under the operation of taking the square of the line graph. Using the and • rules, we get that various graph classes including threshold, interval, split, and cocomparability graphs all have vertex orderings closed under the L 2 (·) operation. This gives in our opinion a natural way to approach this closure under L 2 (·); and unifies the results on structural graph classes that have relied on geometric intersection models to show such closure. Furthermore, being able to compute vertex orderings directly can be exploited algorithmically, since algorithms on the graph classes covered often rely on their vertex ordering characterizations. We also show structural results and properties on cocomparability graphs that allow us to compute a maximum weighted induced matching on this graph class in O(mn) time, an improvement over the best O(n 4 ) time algorithm for the unweighted case. A natural question however is whether one can use the vertex orderings σ of the L 2 (G) to compute an induced matching more efficiently for other graph classes, similarly to how we did for cocomparability graphs. We note that the graph classes covered in this work are not necessarily the only ones for which the , • rules work, thus it's natural to ask what other graph families have this property. In particular, we illustrate our result on graph families with forbidden patterns on three vertices and therefore raise the question of what can be said about forbidden patterns on four or more vertices, but also if other rules exist that preserve orderings in L 2 (G).
In terms of complexity, we showed that the rule can be applied in linear time (Lemma 1), can a • ordering be computed in linear time as well? Another natural question one can raise is whether computing a maximum cardinality induced matching on cocomparability graphs can be done faster than O(mn) time, especially since computing a maximum cardinality independent set on cocomparability graphs is done with a simple greedy LexDFS based algorithm [11] . LexDFS and LexBFS are graph searching algorithms that have proven powerful on a number of graph families, cocomparability being one of them. We refer the reader to [9] [10] [11] 29, 30, 32] for more on this topic. Unfortunately, one can show that LexDFS cocomparability orderings are not preserved under the and • rules, and thus computing such a solution would require computing a LexDFS ordering on σ , σ • . Such an algorithm exists and runs in linear time [23] , but it would be linear in the size of L 2 (G), thus not in O(m + n) time. Similarly, LexBFS cocomparability orderings are not preserved under the and • rules. We ask the question whether one can come up with a different rule that preserves LexDFS and/or LexBFS cocomparability orderings on L 2 (G) without computing the square edges. Such a technique was successfully used with LexBFS on chordal graphs in [3] .
Lastly, we raise the question of whether σ and/or σ • can lead to efficient algorithms to compute a strong edge colouring for these graph classes. Recall that a strong edge colouring is the partitioning of G into induced matchings, and thus the partitioning of L 2 (G) into independent sets. The strong chromatic number of G is the size of a minimum strong edge colouring of G. It is thus easy to see that the strong chromatic number of G is just χ (L 2 (G) ). Since the graph families we presented are perfect, their chromatic number can be computed in polynomial time. In fact for many graph families, it is done in linear time, and it often relies on the vertex ordering characterization of the graph class. Since a vertex ordering of L 2 (G) can be computed in linear time given σ , we ask whether σ , σ • can be used to compute χ(L 2 (G)), without computing the edges of L 2 (G).
